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Abstract
There is a large variety of trackers, which have been proposed in the literature during the last two
decades with some mixed success. Object tracking in realistic scenarios is difﬁcult problem, therefore
it remains a most active area of research in Computer Vision. A good tracker should perform well in a
large number of videos involving illumination changes, occlusion, clutter, camera motion, low contrast,
specularities and at least six more aspects. However, the performance of proposed trackers have been
evaluated typically on less than ten videos, or on the special purpose datasets. In this paper, we aim to
evaluate trackers systematically and experimentally on 315 video fragments covering above aspects.
We selected a set of nineteen trackers to include a wide variety of algorithms often cited in literature,
supplemented with trackers appearing in 2010 and 2011 for which the code was publicly available.
We demonstrate that trackers can be evaluated objectively by survival curves, Kaplan Meier statistics,
and Grubs testing. We ﬁnd that in the evaluation practice the F-score is as effective as the object tracking
accuracy (OTA) score. The analysis under a large variety of circumstances provides objective insight
into the strengths and weaknesses of trackers.
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Index Terms
Object tracking, tracking evaluation, tracking dataset, camera surveillance, video understanding,
computer vision, image processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is a hard problem as many different and varying circumstances need to be
reconciled in one algorithm. For example, a tracker may be good in handling variations in
illumination, but has difﬁculty in coping with appearance changes of the object due to variations
in object viewpoints. A tracker might predict motion to better anticipate its speed, but then may
have difﬁculty in following bouncing objects. A tracker may make a detailed assumption of the
appearance, but then may fail on an articulated object.
Given the wide variety of aspects in tracking circumstances, and the wide variety of tracking
methods, it is surprising that the number of evaluation video sequences is generally limited. In
the papers on tracking appearing in TPAMI or in CVPR 2011, the number of different videos
is only ﬁve to ten. The length of the videos maybe long, one to ﬁfteen minutes, but in ﬁve to
ten different videos few of the above conditions will all be adequately tested.
The limited number of videos used for tracking is even more surprising given the importance
of tracking for computer vision. In almost any video analysis task, tracking will play a role.
Tracking has indeed progressed to impressive, even amazing, individual results like tracking of
the motor bicycle in the dirt or the car chase [1]. But as long as most tracking papers still use
a limited number of sequences to test the validity of their approach, it is difﬁcult to conclude
anything on the robustness of the method in a variety of circumstances. We feel the time is ripe
for an experimental survey for a broad set of conditions.
The aim of the survey is to assess the state of the art in object tracking in a video, with an
emphasis on the accuracy and the robustness of tracking algorithms. As there has been little
conceptual consensus between most of the methods, we have sought to describe the state of
the art at the other end: the data. We have composed a real-life dataset as diverse as we could
consider and have recorded the performance of all selected trackers on them. We aim to group
methods of tracking on the basis of their experimental performance. As a side effect, we aim to
evaluate the expressivity and inter-dependence of tracking performance measures.
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We have gathered 315 video fragments in the Amsterdam Library of Ordinary Videos dataset,
named ALOV++, focusing on one situation per video to evaluate trackers’ robustnesses. To cover
the variety of (dynamic) situations, we have opted for short but many sequences with an average
length of 9.2 seconds. We have supplemented the set with ten longer videos, between one to
two minutes each. Eventful short sequences may be considered harder for trackers than long
sequences, as the tracker has to adapt to the (hard) circumstances quickly. The current dataset
appears to range from easy for all trackers to very hard for all.
The trackers in the survey cover a diverse set of methods. The condition is that access has been
provided to the code. Half of the nineteen different trackers are from 1999 to 2006, diverse and
well-cited. The other half has appeared in the major conferences in recent years. From a given
bounding box in the ﬁrst frame, the same one for all trackers, the evaluation records how well
the tracker is capable of following the target by comparing the computed bounding box with the
ground truth bounding box annotated in the complete dataset every ﬁfth frame. As a secondary
goal, evaluation metrics for single target tracking are reviewed and compared experimentally.
As a large variety of circumstances is included in many video sequences and a wide variety
of trackers is included in the pool of trackers, we propose to perform objective evaluation of
the performance. The evaluation of performance is done by objective testing to avoid subjective
assessment usually used in current tracking papers with limited number of testing sequences.
At the level of the overall performance, this is achieved by plotting survival curves with the
associated Kaplan Meier statistics. To evaluate the score per individual video we use Grubbs test
for outliers to compare the trackers relatively. Groups of videos are sorted by similar aspects in
the recording circumstances and evaluated by correlation analysis.
In this survey we focus on the class of online trackers for which a bounding box in the
initial frame is provided. We do not consider pre-trained trackers for which a target model is
known before the start. These methods may use active shape or active appearance models [2]
which tend to grow in complexity to capture the continuous deformations of the objects [3].
As a consequence, these methods need to pay attention to drifting [4]. Pre-trained tracking is a
different problem for which the performance not only depends on the frames of videos but also
on the training data, an issue we try to avoid here. We also do not consider ofﬂine tracking,
which allows for global optimization of the path, scanning forwards and backwards through
the frames of a video. While ofﬂine tracking is relevant in the medical and other domains, [5],
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[6], [7], we focus on the even larger application areas of online tracking. For forward-backward
scanning, the methods of evaluation will remain largely the same as the ones proposed here.
The aim of the survey is to assess the accuracy and robustness of single object trackers. This
is in contrast to tracking multiple objects where data association needs to be established among
different objects, which assures that individual tracks are not being confused. Data association
can be formulated as a frame-by-frame local optimization of bi-partite graph matching [8] or as
a global optimization of a k-partite graph [5], by a minimum-cost ﬂow [9] or by GMCP [7].
The multi-object association requires different aspects of evaluation than the ones needed here.
Also, most of multiple object trackers assume object detection in all frames have already been
performed.
Online tracking is a hard problem where all the information in the sequence is needed,
especially in the initial frames. We have left out the class of specialized class of contour-based
trackers [10]. Even though contour-based trackers provide more detailed shape and deformation
of object as it is being tracked, there are severe difﬁculties in the initialization of the contour
[11], in occlusions, and in the robustness against abrupt object motion. Contour morphing is
applied in [12], [13], but in general abrupt motion still is an open problem [2]. To acquire and
maintain a contour in the general case is a formidable problem by itself, making contour-based
tracking currently suited for dedicated applications as face or lip tracking [14].
The main contribution of this work is the systematic analysis and the experimental evaluation
of online trackers. We demonstrate that trackers can be evaluated objectively by statistical tests,
provided that sufﬁciently many trackers and sufﬁciently many data are being used. An important
ﬁnding of our evaluation is that the top performing trackers do not share a common underlying
method. They perform well regardless whether they are modern or mature, whether they are
based on target matching or discriminate foreground from background, or what the nature of
their updating mechanisms are. As the best trackers are still remote from the ideal combination,
we provide an objective analysis broken down over a variety of practical circumstances, the sum
of which shows the strengths and weaknesses of the trackers.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Tracking is one of the most challenging computer vision problems, concerning the task of
generating an inference about the motion of an object given a sequence of images. In this paper
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we conﬁne ourselves to a simpler deﬁnition, which is easier to evaluate objectively: tracking is
the analysis of video sequences for the purpose of establishing the location of the target over a
sequence of frames (time) starting from the bounding box given in the ﬁrst frame.
A. Tracking Survey Papers
Many trackers have been proposed in literature, usually in conjunction with their intended
application areas. A straightforward application of target tracking is surveillance and security
control, initially provided with radar and position sensor systems [15] and then with video
surveillance systems. These systems are built on some typical models, namely object segmentation (often by background difference), appearance and motion model deﬁnition, prediction and
probabilistic inference. For instance, [16] provides an experimental evaluation of some tracking
algorithms on the AVSS, conference on advanced video and signal based surveillance, dataset
for surveillance of multiple people. The focus of such reviews as is narrower still, as in [17]
which discusses tracking speciﬁc targets only, such as sport players. The survey of [18] is on
tracking lanes for driver assistance. Other surveys address robot applications where tracking
based on a Kalman ﬁlter is well suited [19]. Yet others are focusing on a single type of target,
such as humans [20], [21]. Other tracking methods are designed for moving sensors as used
in navigation [22]. Recently, a survey is presented for a wired-sensor network, focusing on the
capability of methods to give a simple estimation for the position of the object [23].
Few reviews exist for surveying the performance of application independent trackers. The work
of 2006 of Yilmaz et al. [10] still provides a good frame of reference for reviewing the literature,
describing methodologies on tracking, features and data association for general purposes.
The above mentioned survey and comparison papers are limited in the number of trackers,
limited in the scope of the trackers and/or limited in the circumstances under which the trackers
are put to the test. To the best of our knowledge, no such survey of the experimental and
systematic evaluation of tracking algorithms is available in literature at the moment.
B. Data for Tracker Evaluation
Most papers in their experimental evaluation use a limited number of videos. For example,
only six videos are being used in [24]. And, the often used BoBoT dataset, tested in [25],
consists of ten different video sequences. A much larger set is found in the famous CAVIAR
October 18, 2013
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dataset [26], which was initially created to evaluate people tracking and detection algorithms
with few but long and difﬁcult videos. The dataset includes people walking, meeting, shopping,
ﬁghting and passing out and leaving a package in a public place. It is, however, limited to
one application only. The i-LIDS Multiple-Camera Tracking Scenario [27] was captured indoor
at a busy airport hall. It contains 119 people with a total of 476 shots captured by multiple
non-overlapping cameras with an average of four images per person with large illumination
changes and occlusions. The dataset is limited to one application and therefore unsuited for this
paper. The recent 3DPeS dataset for people re-identiﬁcation contains videos with more than 200
people walking as recorded from eight different cameras in very long video sequences [28],
while the commonly used PETS-series [29] contains many videos divided by problem statement
and surveillance application.
For general purpose tracking sometimes a large video benchmark is used such as the TRECVid
video dataset. The selection in [30] is restricted to 28 different videos.
Most of the papers use the benchmark dataset to compare a new method with the literature.
General experimental evaluations of trackers have been addressed only recently. The work of
[31] proposes an interesting tool for evaluating and comparing people trackers.
In this paper we build a broad ALOV++ dataset with more than 300 video sequences aimed
to cover as diverse circumstances as possible. For preliminary discussions on the dataset see
[32].
C. Tracking Evaluation Measures
Many measures for evaluating the tracking performance have been proposed, typically with
the comparison against ground truth, considering the target presence and position. This requires a
considerable amount of annotation, with the consequence that the amount of videos with ground
truth is often limited up to this point.
Erdem et al. in 2004 [33] proposed performance measures without ground truth by evaluating
shape and color differences of the results. This is effective if and only if the tracking results
in a reliable segmentation. This is often not the case (and one could wonder whether it is
always necessary). Other proposals of evaluation without ground truth are based on comparing
the initial and the ﬁnal positions of object [33], [34], [35], [36]. This measure evaluates only
one aspect of tracking. A hybrid method is proposed in [37]. However, the paper performs
October 18, 2013
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the evaluation with only three video sequences, one of which is synthetic. In [35], a complete
methodology of predicting the tracker accuracy on-line is evaluated on a single tracker with a
small, heterogeneous dataset of existing popular video. A similar method is analyzed in [34]
with eleven trackers but again on very few videos and specialized in multiple people tracking.
Providing a ground truth set may be beneﬁcial to the community.
The Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance, PETS, workshop series was one of
the ﬁrst to evaluate trackers with ground truth, proposing performance measures for comparing
tracking algorithms. Other performance measures for tracking are proposed by [38] and [24],
as well as in [36]. In the more recent PETS series, [29], VACE [39], and CLEAR [40] metrics
were developed for evaluating the performance of multiple target detection and tracking, while
in case of single object tracking evaluation there is no consensus and many variations of the
same measures are being proposed. Here we provide a survey of the most common measures
used in single target tracking.
The three basic types of errors in tracking are:
•

Deviation: the track’s location deviated from the ground truth.

•

False positive: tracker identiﬁes a target which is not a target.

•

False negative: tracker misses to identify and locate the target.

A reasonable choice for overlap of target and object is the PASCAL criterion [41]:
|T i ∩ GT i |
≥ 0.5,
|T i ∪ GT i |

(1)

where T i denotes the tracked bounding box in frame i, and GT i denotes the ground truth
bounding box in frame i. When Eq. 1 is met, the track is considered to match with the ground
truth [42]. In many works this PASCAL overlap measure is adopted without threshold, similar
to the similarity metric without threshold called Dice in [36]. We prefer to use it with threshold
as it makes it easier to evaluate large sets of sequences.
For ntp , nf p , nf n denoting the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives in
a video, precision = ntp /(ntp + nf p ), and recall = ntp /(ntp + nf n ). The F -score combines the
two, see for example [43]
F =2·

precision · recall
.
precision + recall

(2)

The F -score is similar to the Correct Track Ratio in [44]. A variant of the F -score, the area-based
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F 1-score [45], [31], is deﬁned as:
F1 =

1



Nf rames

i

2·

pi · r i
,
pi + r i

(3)

where pi and ri are deﬁned by pi = |T i ∩ GT i |/|T i |, ri = |T i ∩ GT i |/|GT i |. It provides insight
in the average coverage of the tracked bounding box and the ground truth bounding box.
Developed in the CLEAR consortium [40], [39], M OT A evaluates the tracking performance
for multiple objects with respect to false positives and false negatives and ID switching. Adapting
M OT A to single object tracking, we consider the object tracking accuracy metric:
 i
i
i (nf n + nf p )
 i
,
OT A = 1 −
ig

(4)

where g i denotes the number of ground truth bounding boxes in frame i: gi is either 0 or 1. OT A
indicates how much tracking bounding boxes overlap with the ground truth bounding boxes. In
the same consortium, OT P was deﬁned as object tracking precision, which is similar to the
mean Dice measure in [34]:
OT P =

1  |T i ∩ GT i |
,
|Ms | i∈M |T i ∪ GT i |

(5)

s

where Ms denotes the set of frames in a video where the tracked bounding box matches with the
ground truth bounding box. The VACE metrics [39], [31] deﬁne the average tracking accuracy,
AT A, slightly different from OT P :
AT A =

 |T i ∩ GT i |

1
Nf rames

i

|T i ∪ GT i |

.

(6)

The authors in [46] and [47] use Deviation, the error of the center location expressed in pixels
as a tracking accuracy measure:
Deviation = 1 −


i∈Ms

d(T i , GT i )
,
|Ms |

(7)

where d(T i , GT i ) is the normalized distance between the centroids of bounding boxes T i and
GT i .
The paper [31] provides a large collection of evaluation parameters such as the positionbased measure (PBM). This measure estimates the positional accuracy of the object by the mean
distance between the centers of the ground truth bounding box and tracked bounding box. Let
Th (i) = (width(T i ) + Height(T i ) + width(GT i ) + Height(GT i ))/2. If GT i and T i overlap
at least partially, Distance(i) is deﬁned as the L1-norm distance between C(GT i ) and C(T i ),
October 18, 2013
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where C(X) denotes the center of X. If the bounding boxes do not overlap, Distance(i) is
deﬁned as Th (i). The position-based measure is:


Distance(i)
1
.
1−
P BM =
Nf rames i
Th (i)

(8)

The literature is divided into two types of measures for precision and recall: one based on the
localization of objects as a whole such as the F -score or OT A, and one based on the pixels. The
latter approach is useful only when the precise object segmentation is available at the pixel level.
For instance, in shadow detection [48] pixel level evaluation is advised [49]. We will focus on
object level evaluation since no segmentation is available. Candidates for measuring the capacity
to track are the F -score, F 1-score, OT A, AT A and P BM , in the sense of holding on the target.
One way to consider both accuracy and precision at the same time is the curve which shows
the F -score values for different overlap thresholds. As the overlap threshold decreases, the Fscore values increases, indicative for the fact that trackers are capable of tracking a target for
longer time but with lower precision. Deviation and OT P measure the capability of a tracker to
determine the correct position of the target. We will evaluate the effectiveness of these measures
over the trackers and all data. Table I summarizes the evaluation metrics used in our evaluation.
TABLE I: Overview characteristics of the evaluation metrics.
Name

Equation

F -score [43]

2·

F 1-score [31]
OT A [40]
OT P [39]
AT A [31]

precision·recall
precision+recall

1
Nf rames
1−
1
|Ms |

2·

i



p ·r
pi + r i
i



i

i

i

i

|T ∩GT |
i∈Ms |T i ∪GT i |

1
Nf rames




|T ∩GT |
i |T i ∪GT i |
i

P BM [31]

1
Nf rames



1−

i

Accuracy

Thresholded precision and recall

Accuracy

Precision and recall

Accuracy

False positive and false negative

Accuracy

Average overlap over matched frames

Accuracy

Average overlap

Location

Centroid normalized distance

Location

Centroid L1-distance

i

d(T ,GT )
|Ms |

i∈Ms

1−

Measure

i

i
i
i (nf n +nf p )
 i
ig

Deviation [47]
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Fig. 1: Reference model of trackers with the ﬁve most important components.

III. T RACKERS S ELECTED FOR THE E XPERIMENTAL S URVEY
In this survey we aimed to include trackers from as diverse origin as possible to cover the
current paradigms. We have selected the nineteen trackers with an established reputation as
demonstrated by the number of times they have been cited, supplemented with trackers which
have appeared in the major conferences in recent years. The choice of trackers was restricted to
the ones for which access to the code has been provided. Figure 1 provides a reference model
for the trackers evaluated in this paper.
A. Tracking Using Matching
The trackers in the ﬁrst group perform a matching of the representation of the target model
built form the previous frame(s).
[NCC] Normalized Cross-Correlation: A most basic concept of tracking is direct target matching by normalized cross-correlation which uses the intensity values in the initial target bounding
box as template. We use the version of [50] where a fast algorithm is presented. At each frame,
the tracker samples candidate windows uniformly around the previous target position. Each
candidate window is compared against the target template using normalized cross correlation.
The candidate with the highest score is selected as the new target location. In this version of
NCC, no updating of the target template takes place.
[KLT] Lucas-Kanade Tracker: Ahead of his time by a wide margin, the tracker ﬁnds the
afﬁne-transformed match between the target bounding box and candidate windows around the
previous location. The afﬁne transformation is computed by incremental image alignment based
on spatiotemporal derivatives and warping capable of dealing with scale, rotation and translation.
October 18, 2013
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The location of the target is determined by mapping the target position in the previous frame to the
location in the current frame using computed afﬁne transformation. We use the computationally
efﬁcient version in [51].
[KAT] Kalman Appearance Tracker: The paper in [52] addresses appearance change by
appearance-predicted matching for handling target change under occlusion. The target region is
represented by 20x20 template-intensities each of which is associated with a separate Kalman
ﬁlter (with the parameters pooled over all predictors). In an additive Gaussian noise model, the
ﬁlter predicts the development of each template-intensity over time. The target motion is modeled
by a 2-D translation at a single scale and searched in an area around the previous target position.
In the subsequent frame, candidate windows around the predicted target position are reduced to
a 20x20 template and compared with the predicted template, while penalizing large differences
to reduce the effect of outliers. The candidate with the lowest overall difference is selected. In
KAT, the template is updated with the newly (predicted) target.
[FRT] Fragments-based Robust Tracking: The tracker in [53] pursues matching the ensemble
of patches the target bounding box is broken into. In this way partial occlusions and pose
changes can be handled patch-by-patch. A ﬁxed array of 10 by 2 concatenated patches, here
called fragments, keep track of the changes. When a new frame arrives, the tracker selects
candidate windows uniformly around the previous position including scale changes by shrinking
and enlarging the target by 10%. Each candidate window is fragmented into the same twenty
patches, each represented by an intensity histogram and compared to the corresponding patch in
the target region by the Earth Movers Distance. To be robust against outliers from the occluded
patches, the 25% smallest score over all patches is selected as the ﬁnal score to represent the
candidate. In FRT, the candidate window with smallest score wins the new target position. The
target is not updated.
[MST] Mean Shift Tracking: The famous tracker [54] performs matching with histograms
rather than using any spatial information about the pixels, making it suited for radical shape
changes of the target. It represents the target by an RGB-color histogram. For each new frame,
the tracker compares candidate windows with the target region on the basis of the Bhattacharyya
metric between their histograms. In order to ﬁnd the best target location in the new frame, mean
shift is used to ﬁnd the mode of a function, the one which maximizes the Bhattacharyya distance.
MST uses the target histogram formed in the ﬁrst frame without any update during tracking.
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[LOT] Locally Orderless Tracking: The tracker [42] offers adaptation in object appearance
by matching with ﬂexible rigidity. Given the initial bounding box, the target is segmented into
super pixels. Each super pixel is represented by the center of mass and average HSV-values.
The target’s state is sampled using a Particle Filter with a Gaussian weight around the previous
position. Each particle corresponds to a candidate window for which the super pixels are formed.
The likelihood of each window is derived from a parameterized Earth Mover’s Distance (see
also FRT above) between the super pixels of the candidate and the target windows where the
parameters determine the ﬂexibility of the target. The new target state is the likelihood-weighted
sum over all windows. Updating is done via the parameters of the noise model and the parameters
of the EMD.
B. Tracking Using Matching with Extended Appearance Model
An essential step forward, for long term tracking especially, was the idea of maintaining an
extended model of the target’s appearance or behavior over the previous frames. This comes at
the expense of having to search for the best match both in the image and in the extended model
of appearance variations.
[IVT] Incremental Visual Tracking: The tracker in [55] recognizes that in tracking it is
important to keep an extended model of appearances capturing the full range of appearances
of the target in the past. Eigen Images of the target are computed by incremental PCA over
the target’s intensity-value template. They are stored in a leaking memory to slowly forget old
observations. Candidate windows are sampled by Particle Filtering [56] from the motion model,
which is a Gaussian distribution around the previous position. The conﬁdence of each sample
is the distance of the intensity feature set from candidate window to the target’s Eigen image
subspace. The candidate window with the minimum score is selected.
[TAG] Tracking on the Afﬁne Group: The paper [57] also uses an extended model of appearances. It extends the traditional {translation, scale, rotation} motion types to a more general
2-dimensional afﬁne matrix group. The tracker departs from the extended model of IVT adopting
its appearance model including the incremental PCA of the target intensity values. The tracker
samples all possible transformations of the target from the afﬁne group using a Gaussian model.
[TST] Tracking by Sampling Trackers: The paper [46] observes that the real-world varies
signiﬁcantly over time, requiring the tracker to adapt to the current situation. Therefore, the
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method relies on tracking by sampling many trackers. In this way it maintains an extended
model of trackers. It can be conceived as the extended equivalence of IVT. Each tracker is made
from four components: an appearance model, a motion model, a state representation and an
observation model. Each component is further divided into sub-components. The state of the
target stores the center, scale and spatial information, the latter further subdivided by vertical
projection of edges, similar to the FRT-tracker. Multiple locations and scales are considered.
Sparse incremental PCA with leaking of HSI- and edge-features captures the state’s appearance
past over the last ﬁve frames, similar to IVT. Only the states with the highest Eigen values are
computed. The motion model is composed of multiple Gaussian distributions. The observation
model consists of Gaussian ﬁlter responses of the intensity features. Basic trackers are formed
from combinations of the four components. In a new frame, the basic tracker with the best target
state is selected from the space of trackers.
C. Tracking Using Matching with Constraints
Following major successes for sparse representations in the object detection and classiﬁcation literature, a recent development in tracking reduces the target representation to a sparse
representation, and performs sparse optimisation.
[TMC] Tracking by Monte Carlo sampling: The method [43] aims to track targets for which
the object shape changes drastically over time by sparse optimization over patch pairs. Given
the target location in the ﬁrst frame, the target is modeled by sampling a ﬁxed number of
target patches that are described by edge features and color histograms. Each patch is then
associated with a corresponding background patch sampled outside the object boundaries. Patches
are inserted as nodes in a star-shaped graph where the edges represent the relative distance to
the center of the target. The best locations of the patches in the new frame are found by warping
each target patch to an old target patch. Apart from the appearance probability, the geometric
likelihood is based on the difference in location with the old one. The new target location is
found by maximum a posteriori estimation. TMC has an elaborate update scheme by adding
patches, removing them, shifting them to other locations, or slowly substituting their appearance
with the current appearance.
[ACT] Adaptive Coupled-layer Tracking: The recent tracker [58] aims for rapid and signiﬁcant
appearance changes by sparse optimization in two layers. The tracker constraint changes in the
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local layers by maintaining a global layer. In each local layer, at the start, patches will receive
uniform weight and be grouped in a regular grid within the target bounding box. Each layer is
a gray level histogram and location. For a new frame, the locations of the patches are predicted
by a constant-velocity Kalman-ﬁlter and tuned to its position in the new frame by an afﬁne
transformation. Patches which drift away from the target are removed. The global layer contains a
representation of appearance, shape and motion. Color HSV-histograms of target and background
assess the appearance likelihood per pixel. Motion is deﬁned by computing the optical ﬂow of a
set of salient points by KLT. The difference between the velocity of the points and the velocity
of the tracker assesses the likelihood of the motion per pixel. Finally, the degree of being inside
or outside the convex hull spanned around the patches gives the likelihood of a pixel. The local
layer uses these three likelihoods to modify the weight of each patch and to decide whether to
remove the patch or not. Finally, the three likelihoods are combined into an overall probability
for each pixel to belong to the target. The local layer in ACT is updated by adding and removing
patches. The global layer is slowly updated by the properties of the stable patches of the local
layer.
[L1T] L1-minimization Tracker: The tracker [59], employs sparse optimization by L1 from the
past appearance. It starts using the intensity values in target windows sampled near the target as
the bases for a sparse representation. Individual, non-target intensity values are used as alternative
bases. Candidate windows in the new frame are sampled from a Gaussian distribution centered
at the previous target position by Particle Filtering. They are expressed as a linear combination
of these sparse bases by L1-minimization such that many of the coefﬁcients are zero. The tracker
expands the number of candidates by also considering afﬁne warps of the current candidates.
The search is applied over all candidate windows, selecting the new target by the minimum
L1-error. The method concludes with an elaborate target window update scheme.
[L1O] L1 Tracker with Occlusion detection: Advancing the sparse optimization by L1, the
paper [60] uses L2 least squares optimization to improve the speed. It also considers occlusion
explicitly. The candidate windows are sorted on the basis of the reconstruction error in the
least squares. The ones above a threshold are selected for L1-minimization. To detect occluded
pixels, the tracker considers the coefﬁcients of the alternative bases over a certain threshold to
ﬁnd pixels under occlusion. When more than 30% of the pixels are occluded, L1O declares
occlusion, which disables the model updating.
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D. Tracking Using Discriminative Classiﬁcation
A different view of tracking is to build the model on the distinction of the target foreground
against the background. Tracking-by-detection, as it is called, builds a classiﬁer to distinguish
target pixels from the background pixels, and updates the classiﬁer by new samples coming in.
[FBT] Foreground-Background Tracker: A simple approach to the incremental discriminative
classiﬁer is [61] where a linear discriminant classiﬁer is trained on Gabor texture feature vectors
from the target region against feature vectors derived from the local background, surrounding
the target. The target is searched in a window centered at the previous location. The highest
classiﬁcation score determines the new position of the target in FBT. Updating is done by a
leaking memory on the training data derived from old and new points in the target and in the
surrounding. We use the version in [62] with color SURF features rather than intensities as in
the reference.
[HBT] Hough-Based Tracking: The recent tracker [63] aims at tracking non-rigid targets in
a discriminative classiﬁer with segmentation of the target. A rectangular bounding box will
introduce many errors in the target/background labels into the supervised classiﬁer, especially
for non-rigid and articulated targets. Therefore, the authors aim to locate the support of the target
through back projection from a Hough Forest. A Hough Forest is an extension of a Random
Forest [64] by a vector d, measuring for positive samples the displacement of each patch to the
target center, similar to the R-table [65] in Generalized Hough transforms. The target given in the
ﬁrst frame is used to train the target and the background. The Lab-color space, ﬁrst and second
derivatives of x- and y-direction, and a histogram of gradients are used as features for learning
a rich appearance model. The Hough Forest provides a probability map of the target. The pixel
with the maximum score is selected as the center of the target. The sparse pixels voting for
that location are used to segment the target using the grabcut algorithm [66] and hence generate
positive examples to start HBT anew in the next frame.
[SPT] Super Pixel tracking: The recent method [67] embeds the discriminative classiﬁer
in super pixel clustering. The purpose is to handle changes in scale, motion, and shape with
occlusion. The HSI-histograms of the super pixels are extracted in the ﬁrst 4 frames from the
extended target region. Using mean-shift clustering, super pixels are grouped on the basis of the
super pixel histograms with a cluster conﬁdence derived from the overlap of the cluster with the
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target bounding box. In the new frame, candidate windows are sampled weighed according to a
Gaussian distribution around the previous location. The search space is enlarged by considering
different scales of the candidate windows. The super pixel conﬁdence is derived from the cluster
conﬁdence it belongs to and from the distance the super pixel has to the center of the cluster.
The candidate window with the highest conﬁdence summed over all super pixels in the window
is selected as target. SPT updates the target model every 15th frame.
[MIT] Multiple Instance learning Tracking: The paper [47] recognizes the difﬁculty in taking
the current tracker region as the source for positive samples and the surrounding as the source
for negative samples as the target may not completely ﬁll the bounding box or cover some of the
background. Therefore, it learns a discriminative classiﬁer [68] from positive and negative bags
of samples. In the MIL-classiﬁer, the target bounding box supplemented with other rectangular
windows at close range is grouped into the positive bag. Multiple negative bags are ﬁlled with
rectangular windows at a further distance. Haar features are used as features. Candidate windows
are sampled uniformly in a circular area around the previous location. The highest classiﬁcation
score determines the new position in the MIT. In the update of the classiﬁers, the old classiﬁer
parameters are updated with the input from the new data points.
[TLD] Tracking, Learning and Detection: The paper in [1] aims at using labeled and unlabeled
examples for discriminative classiﬁer learning. The method is applied to tracking by combining
the results of a detector and an optical ﬂow tracker. Given the target bounding box in the ﬁrst
frame, the detector learns an appearance model from many 2bit binary patterns [69] differentiated
from patterns taken from a distant background. The authors use the fast Random Ferns [70] to
learn the detector. When a new frame arrives, locations with some 50 top detector scores are
selected. The optical ﬂow tracker applies a KLT to the target region and proposes a target window
in the current frame. The normalized cross correlation is computed for the candidate windows.
The system selects the candidate window which has the highest similarity to the object model
as the new object. Once the target is localized, positive samples are selected in and around the
target and negative samples are selected at further a distance to update the detector target model.
If neither of the two trackers outputs a window, TLD declares loss of target. In this way TLD
can effectively handle short-term occlusion.
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E. Tracking Using Discriminative Classiﬁcation with Constraints
In the tradition of discriminative tracking, the recent paper [71] observes the difﬁculty in
precisely sampling training samples, either labeled or unlabeled, as addressed also by HBT,
MIT and TLD by conﬁning to the target area. The paper accurately observes that the classiﬁer
pursues the correct classiﬁcation of pixels which is different from ﬁnding the best location of
the target.
[STR] STRuck: Structured output tracking with kernels: The structured supervised classiﬁer
[71] circumvents the acquisition of positively and negatively labeled data altogether, as it integrates the labeling procedure into the learner in a common framework. Given the target bounding
box, it considers different windows by translation in the frame. Using these windows as input,
the structured SVM (S-SVM) accepts training data of the form {appearance of the windows,
translation}. The window’s appearance is described by Haar features, like MIT, arranged on a
4x4 grid and 2 scales, raw pixel intensities on a 16x16 rescaled image of the target and intensity
histograms. In a new frame, candidate windows are sampled uniformly around the previous
position. The classiﬁer computes the corresponding discriminant highest score selected as the
new target location. Subsequently, the new data for updating the S-SVM are derived from the
new target location. While updating the S-SVM learner enforces the constraint that the current
location still stays at the maximum. Locations which violate the constraint will become support
vectors. In practice, as maximization during updating is expensive, the learner uses a coarse
sampling strategy.
IV. A NALYSIS
Although the various tracking paradigms may be motivated and derived from different aspects
of the problem, they can be decomposed into the ﬁve components depicted in Fig. 1. We discuss
them one by one.
A. Target Region
In the general purpose trackers the target is often represented by a target bounding box, as
in NCC [50] and many of the other trackers, or by an ellipse as in MST [54]. The common
argument against a bounding box is that background pixels may be confused with the target
pixels. However, advances of object classiﬁcation [41], [72] have led to the deliberate inclusion
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Fig. 2: Target region representations used in tracking. From left to right, top to bottom: target
bounding box, target contour, target blob, patch-based, sparse set of salient features, parts, and
multiple bounding boxes.

of some background in the description of an object as the transition foreground-background
provides much information. A further advantage is the low number of parameters associated
with a bounding box as the representation of the target area.
Some trackers, not included in our analysis, instead work on contour of the target [73],
[74], [75] allowing for maximum freedom to change the object’s appearance. They are found in
dedicated application areas like pedestrian tracking and bio-medical applications where a precise
shape detector may be effective but less so for general applications.
Other trackers use a rough segmentation or blob-representation of the target, like HBT [63],
[76], enhancing the discrimination from similar objects in the scene [77], [78] especially when
the target occupies a small fraction of the surrounding box. This may happen when shape is
the ﬁnal goal, as in gesture analysis. Segmentation while tracking places high demands on the
robustness of the segmentation in order not to introduce false information about the target.
Patch-based representations take into account the most informative tiles of the target which are
allowed to undergo independent appearance changes. FRT [53] keeps an array of ﬁxed patches,
in contrast to ACT [58] which keeps a loose set. In LOT [42] and SPT [67] super pixels are used.
In TMC [43] salient pixels are connected in a graph. When using these variations of patches,
a precise distinction between target and background is no longer necessary as the information
of patches may be turned on or off later in the analysis. The chances of succeeding in tracking
dynamically shaped or occluded objects will be bigger with patches, at the expense of losing
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Fig. 3: Appearance representation: (a) 2D-Array ([10]); (b) Histogram; (c) Feature vector.

rigid or small targets for which patches have no advantage over a pixel-wise treatment of the
target. When the object has an even appearance, salient points are likely to fail to lock to their
positions. The method in [47] provides a potential robust solution by combining patches with
many bounding boxes.
Representation by the independently moving parts of the target for general tracking is largely
uncharted territory. For speciﬁc targets, like pedestrians, a wire frame or part description is
the natural representation. To detect the structures of the parts from the ﬁrst few frames is not
trivially achievable, but see [79], [80].
The tracking algorithm may derive robustness from sampling more than one target-size box.
The strength of keeping multiple bounding boxes as the target representation in [59], TLD [1]
and L1O [60] is that alternative positions of the target as a whole are being considered, rather
than optimizing one central position as the other trackers do.
For the moment, representation of the target by a bounding box or multiple bounding boxes
is still an attractive option because of the low model complexity.
B. Representation of Appearance
The appearance of the target is represented by visual cues. There are three essentially different
representations: a 2D-array like the image data, a 1D-histogram of ordered properties, or a feature
vector. The appearance representation implies a constancy of a certain property to transfer one
frame to the next. Without any such constancy assumption tracking cannot work.
An array of brightness values is still the most often used paradigm like in NCC [50], STR
[71] and many others. Constant brightness is realistic for remote objects, but in many real cases,
the assumption is violated quickly. In search for alternatives, a variety of color representations
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has been used: HSI color in LOT [42], HSI gradients in TST [46]. However for general tracking,
a large, diverse feature representation may be necessary to capture the distinctive properties of
the target.
In histogram representations the use of color is common, for example MST [54], TMC [46],
HBT [63] and SPT [67], while FRT [53] and ACT [58] even use plain intensity histograms.
This can only be successful because the patches they derive the histogram from are small. A
histogram removes any spatial order giving maximum room for the ﬂexibility of the target while
moving. The spatial information has to be captured elsewhere in the tracking algorithm.
In feature vectors at most local order is represented. When the object’s shape is important,
it has to be encoded by geometric constraints later on. The Haar gradients used in MIT [47]
are simple. 2D binary patterns are used in TLD [1], SURF-features in FBT [62], and Labcolor features among others in HBT [63]. The improved identiﬁcation of the target by using
more informative features outweighs the loss of signal quality. Color invariants [81] reduce the
inﬂuence of the ﬂuctuations in the illumination, which play an important role in tracking [62],
for which fast implementations [82], [83] exist. However their use comes at a price. The target
can drift more easily since the invariants tend to reduce the shading and hence the gradient
magnitude on the target.
It may be useful to keep track of other appearance information in the scene. For static scenes,
background intensity representation is an old solution [84], [85] only suited for standardized
circumstances, improved with background intensity prediction with simple statistics [86], [87],
[88]. The main attraction of the background subtraction is that the tracking algorithm poses
neither a constraint on the target’s appearance nor on its behavior over time. In an environment
where the background is static, such as in surveillance with ﬁxed cameras, it is effective and
very fast. A static background is, however, rarely the case in general applications and hence
not considered here. It may also be useful to keep track of other objects in the scene for
occlusion detection [89], [77], [60]. The tracker in [90] includes information on confusion.
Other factors to consider are the general illumination conditions and information on the wetness
causing specularities to adjust the photometric parameters. There are few trackers which keep
information about the scene [91]. Finally, it will be useful to keep track of the estimated camera
panning, zooming and tilting, see [92].
We have discussed three different groups of appearance representations: array, histogram and
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Fig. 4: Motion models used in tracking. From left to right: uniform search, Gaussian motion
model, motion prediction, implicit motion model, and tracking and detection.

feature vector. The large number of alternative representation within each group makes it harder
to compare the effectiveness of other parts of the tracking algorithms as well.
C. Representation of Motion
For a target moving about, the least committing assumption by FBT [61], STR [71] and many
others is that the target is close to its previous location, and the target is found by uniform search
around the previous position. Explicit position search leaves the object entirely free in its motion
pattern, hence is likely to be robust in general tracking, but it may lose the target when motion
is fast.
An alternative is the use of a probabilistic Gaussian motion model usually centered around
the previous position as used in IVT [55] and L1T [59] and many others. Sampling positions
is computationally necessary when the search space is large. Since the Gaussian model assigns
more weight to locations which are closer to previous position of target, it poses more bias
on the motion of the target than uniform search. Hence it will fail easier when the camera is
shaking.
To reduce the search space further motion prediction is done by a linear motion model, which
can be described using Kalman ﬁlter [93], [94], [95]. Prediction of motion as applied in ACT
[58] may be helpful to counter full speed targets but is not easily applicable in general tracking.
Prediction of motion under the guidance of optical ﬂow [96], [97], [98] to stabilize the search
is an attractive alternative.
Implicit motion prediction as in MST [54], and KLT [51] does not use any constraints on
the motion model. Instead it seeks the maximum by using optimization methods. However it
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requires that the movements of the target are small relative to the appearance changes in the
scenes, which is rarely the case in general tracking.
In tracking and detection the strength of combining detection with tracking as applied in TLD
[1] is interesting. Potentially many proposed candidates from the object detector are matched
with the one proposal from the optical ﬂow tracker, making the method robust to wild motions
of the target and the camera. Recovery from drift may also prove a useful addition to make
tracking robust for general purposes as in SPT [67].
More rich motion models describe rotation [71], scale [51], shear and full 2D-afﬁne or 2Dprojective deformation of the target as in TAG [57]. Prediction of position, scale, or motion
may be useful in handling extended occlusions should they occur when the object is likely to
continue to change and no update of the model is possible.
There are a few recurring patterns in motion models. The old uniform search has not yet
lost its attractiveness due to its simplicity. Motion under the guidance of other information like
optical ﬂow and recovery from loss is attractive and gaining ground.
D. Method
The core of the tracking algorithm is the computational paradigm to ﬁnd the best location
and/or the best state of the target in the new frame. Figure 5 illustrates different methods used
in the trackers evaluated in this survey.
Taking on tracking as an optimization for the best match is often found where the method
limits the search to direct gradient ascent in KLT [51], or gradient ascent in probabilities in
MST [54]. Gradient ascent poses heavy constraints on the appearance of the target and the
background in order to avoid local maxima. Therefore, when more computational capacity is
available, often a particle ﬁlter is used to scan the whole pdf as in IVT [55], TST [43] or TAG
[46]. Searching without a priori bias for the best match over the image search space is robust
to many possible object motion patterns, provided the search space is not too big. Searching for
the best match rests on strong assumptions about the target appearance offering no protection
against the intensity and albedo changes frequently seen in general applications. Also, when the
initial bounding box is sloppy, the methods are likely to perform less. Searching for the most
probable match is likely to work well in tracking when occlusions and confusions occur, and in
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Fig. 5: Tracking methods employed in the trackers: (a) Matching; (b) Matching with extended
appearance; (c) Matching with Constraints; (d) Discriminative classiﬁcation and (e) Discriminative classiﬁcation with constraints. T-boxes represent target instances. B-boxes represent local
background instances. And C-boxes represent candidate targets.

low contrast images. In constrast, when the object is detectable, probabilistic matching has no
advantage over direct matching.
Subspace matching enables the tracker to keep an extended model of the target as it has been
observed over the past in IVT [55], or of the state of the trackers as TAG [43] or TST [46] does.
The type of extended model dictates the space in which an optimum is sought, which in turn
governs the choice of optimization algorithm and the internal representation, see the 3D-model
[99] or the medium memory model in [100]. Extended model provides a long-term memory of
the object’s views, advantageous for long term tracking and motion during occlusion. At the
same time they will pose more demands on the inference.
The method of Constrainted optimization provides a good foundation for the systematic
adaptation to the many varying circumstances if the information in the constraints is reliable.
The rules are derived from context as in TAG [57], or from the ensemble of patches as in L1T
[59] and L1O [60], or the pose of patches ACT [58]. The new constraining information has
to come from the ﬁrst few frames. Therefore, constrainted optimization may be well suited for
pre-trained tracking.
The method of tracking-by-detection is based on the observation that the distinction of the
target from the background sufﬁces in tracking on a single object. To that end FBT [61] maintains
a simple discriminative supervised classiﬁer by incremental Linear Discriminant Analysis, where
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HBT adds segmentation to randomized forests as the classiﬁer [63]. In tracking the classiﬁcation
is always semi-supervised because beyond the ﬁrst frame there are only unlabeled samples
available from the sequence. Discriminative classiﬁcation with clustering is used in SPT [67],
and MIT [47]. TLD uses a pool of randomized classiﬁers [1]. Other alternatives are transductive
learning as applied in [101]. Discriminative tracking opens the door to robustness in general
tracking as very large feature sets can be employed which have been so successful in general
object classiﬁcation. The choice of the classiﬁer is important as in tracking very few samples are
available at the start by deﬁnition. Therefore, a simplistic linear discriminant analysis may be
more effective overall than Multiple Instance Learning. A fundamental problem is that wrongly
labeled elements of the background may confuse the classiﬁer and lead to drifting. Therefore,
representing the target tightly [1] may pay off. Discriminative trackers are robust to changes to
the scene as a whole, yet live on the assumption that the target’s features are unique in the scene
which may fail for groups of objects.
A recent contribution is STR [71] which provides a discriminative classiﬁer which directly
maps its output on a continuous scale: the displacement of the target. In this, the structured
classiﬁer is fundamentally different as it outputs the displacement directly bypassing a label per
pixel: target or not.
Many of the newer methods have convoluted models for maximization with many parameters.
A more fundamental problem of many parameters is, however, that they need to be estimated.
For tracking, the estimation has to be come from the ﬁrst few frames, before the ﬁrst change
kicks in. For general tracking, the paradox is: while more convoluted models are needed to
handle all different circumstances, they are unstable as the number of frames to estimate them
robustly is limited.
E. Model Updating
Most trackers update the target’s model in order to deal with the variation in the appearance.
Of the trackers we have considered in our experimental survey, NCC [50], FRT [53] and MST
[54] perform no update of the target appearance. KLT [102] also does not update the appearance
model but starts the search for the best transform from the previously best choice, instead. Not
updating the appearance of the target may seem too trivial, yet the advantage of a ﬁxed model
is that no false information is inserted in the model either. Especially for short sequences, the
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performance may be still acceptable.
A common way of updating is to substitute the old template with the last seen template,
improved with partial updating [103], [104], with leaking [61], or with occasional target rebooting
from scratch [105].
Predicting the target’s appearance in KAT [52] is conceptually similar to using the last seen
template. This comes in handy for long-term occlusions. When the target appearance changes
gradually the prediction is more likely to succeed. However under abrupt changes, it becomes
difﬁcult for the prediction to adapt sufﬁciently quick, introducing errors into the updated model.
In tracking on the basis of patches, patch updates are needed to insert, to change, to move, or
to delete patches in TMC [43], and ACT [58]. In general, these are complex decisions based on
intrinsically limited amounts of information. As a consequence the chances of doing it wrong
are considerable.
Updating an extended model by incremental PCA has the advantage of holding information
from the past in the most condensed form as in IVT [55], TAG [57] and TST [46]. Obviously,
the larger the model of the past, the higher the demands on inserting the new information in a
reliable way.
Although ﬁnding the target has received much attention in target tracking, updating the target
and background has received less attention. However attention to target updating is important,
since it can easily lead to insertion of false information. A key for general purpose tracking is
in restraint mechanisms of updating the model, especially when the tracking is long.
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Implementation of Trackers
Attempts have been made to extend the selected set even further with trackers for which only
binaries were publicly available, all but one (TST) of these attempts have been successful since
we were not able to successful run the binaries for our evaluation. In some cases we requested
the use of code for evaluation but the authors declined or were unable to participate. Therefore
we have limited our choice of trackers for which the code was publicly available, still covering
a broad variety of methods, representation and models.
All trackers have been evaluated twice by running experiments at two university labs to be
sure the code is stable and results are platform-independent. Making the trackers run without
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TABLE II: Overview characteristics of the trackers used in this paper.
Tracker

Target region

Appearance model

Motion model

Method

Update

NCC [50]

Bounding box

Array, intensities

Uniform

Match array

No update

KLT [51]

Bounding box

Array, intensities

Uniform

Match array by ascent

No update, previous
transform

KAT [52]

Bounding box

Array, intensities

Uniform

Match predicted array

Prediction of appearance,
robust

FRT [53]

Patches

Histogram,

MST [54]

Bounding box

Histogram, RGB

LOT [42]

Patch super

Array, HSIvalues

IVT [55]

Bounding box

Array, intensities

Uniform

Match values patch

No update

Implicit from

Match values

No update

Gaussian

Match loose geometry

Update appearance, noise and

Gaussian

Subspace match array

intensities

data

pixels

metric
Incremental extended model
by iPCA

TAG [57]

Bounding box

Array, intensities

Gaussian

Subspace match array

Incremental extended model
by iPCA

TST [46]

Bounding box

Array, HSIgradients

Multiple

Subspace match state

Gaussians
TMC [43]

Patch salient

Histogram, color

pixels in graph

Incremental extended model
by iPCA

Implicit from

Constraint optimization,

Patch add, delete, modify

data

two layers

Linear

Constraint optimization,

Patch add, delete + update

ACT [58]

Patches &

Histogram,

image

intensities

Prediction

two layers

global by stable patches

L1T [59]

Multiple boxes

Array, intensities

Gaussian

Constraint optimization in

Update bounding boxes

L1O [60]

Multiple boxes

Array, intensities

Gaussian

Constraint optimization L1,

L1
Update bounding boxes

robust
FBT [61]

Bounding box

Vector, SURF

Uniform

Discriminative classiﬁer

features
HBT [63]

Blob

Vector, Lab-color

target
Gaussian

gradients and others
SPT [67]

Patch super

Histogram, HSI

pixels

color

MIT [47]

Multiple boxes

Vector, Haar

TLD [1]

Multiple boxes

Incremental classiﬁer from

Gaussian

Discriminative classiﬁer

Incremental classiﬁer from

with segmentation

segmented target

Discriminative in super

Renewed classiﬁer every 15th

pixel clustering

frame

Uniform

Discriminative MIL

Incremental classiﬁer from

classiﬁer

target

Vector, LBP +

N from detector

Discriminative classiﬁer +

Incremental classiﬁer from

Array, intensities

+ 1 from

optical ﬂow tracker

target

Structured output classiﬁer

Incremental structured

gradients

optical ﬂow
STR [71]

Bounding box

Array, intensities
and histogram
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error on our variety of machines required a software installation effort of between 1 day to 1
month per tracker. To ensure that each tracker performs as intended by the authors, we have run
the tracker with the videos as mentioned in the respective paper and veriﬁed that the performance
is identical to the reported performance. Of two trackers, TMC and ACT, we have results until
they crashed, which occured on two and fourteen sequences respectively.
All trackers but TLD use a maximum displacement between two consecutive frames to restrict
the search region in the motion model. Some use as low as seven pixels [55], while others go
as high as 35 pixels [47]. For fair comparison, we have ﬁxed the maximum displacement for
all trackers at twenty pixels in both x- and y-direction. For the trackers using a uniform search
model, we ﬁx the search region to a 40x40 pixel square centered at the previous target position.
For the trackers using a probabilistic motion model, we ﬁx the search region to a Gaussian
distribution of standard deviation 11.55 with the same mass of probability as a uniform square
of 40x40 pixels. We leave ACT, MST, KLT and TLD as they are, as they do not enforce a
maximum displacement.
B. Data
We have collected the Amsterdam Library of Ordinary Videos for tracking, ALOV++, aimed
to cover as diverse circumstances as possible: illuminations, transparency, specularity, confusion
with similar objects, clutter, occlusion, zoom, severe shape changes, different motion patterns,
low contrast, and so on (see [32] for a discussion on the aspects). In composing the ALOV++
dataset, preference was given to many assorted short videos over a few longer ones. In each of
these aspects, we collect video sequences ranging from easy to difﬁcult with the emphasis on
difﬁcult video. ALOV++ is also composed to be upward compatible with other benchmarks for
tracking by including 11 standard tracking video sequences from the [106], [107] datasets for the
aspects which cover smoothness and occlusion. Additionally, we have selected 11 standard video
sequences frequently used in recent tracking papers, on the aspects of light, albedo, transparency,
motion smoothness, confusion, occlusion and shaking camera. 65 Sequences have been reported
earlier in the PETS workshop [32], and 250 are new, for a total of 315 video sequences. The main
source of the data is real-life videos from YouTube with 64 different types of targets ranging
from human face, a person, a ball, an octopus, microscopic cells, a plastic bag or a can. The
collection is categorized for thirteen aspects of difﬁculty with many hard to very hard videos, like
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a dancer, a rock singer in a concert, complete transparent glass, octopus, ﬂock of birds, soldier
in camouﬂage, completely occluded object and videos with extreme zooming introducing abrupt
motion of targets.
To maximize the diversity, most of the sequences are short. The average length of the short
videos is 9.2 seconds with a maximum of 35 seconds. One additional category contains ten long
videos with a duration between one and two minutes. This category comprise of three videos
from [1] with a fast-moving motorbike in the desert, a low contrast recording of a car on the
highway, and a car-chase; three videos from the 3DPeS dataset [28] with varying illumination
conditions and with complex object motion; one video from the dataset in [108] with surveillance
of multiple people; and three complex videos from YouTube.
The total number of frames in ALOV++ is 89364. The data in ALOV++ are annotated by a
rectangular bounding box along the main axes of ﬂexible size every ﬁfth frame. In rare cases,
when motion is rapid, the annotation is more frequent. The ground truth has been acquired for
the intermediate frames by linear interpolation. The ground truth bounding box in the ﬁrst frame
is speciﬁed to the trackers. It is the only source of target-speciﬁc information available to the
trackers. ALOV++ is made available through http://www.alov300.org/.
C. Evaluation
By having a large video dataset we can provide a comprehensive performance evaluation
without discussing each video separately. Thus we avoid the risk of being trapped in the
peculiarity of the single video instance. We visualize the performance of a set of videos by
sorting the videos according to the outcomes of the evaluation metric. By sorting the videos, the
graph gives a bird’s eye view in cumulative rendition of the quality of the tracker on the whole
dataset. Note that the performance order of videos becomes different for each tracker. These
types of plots are referred to as survival curves [109], a terminology borrowed from medicine
to test the effectiveness of treatments on patients [110]. The survival curve indicates how many
sequences, and to what percentage of the frames’ length the tracker survives (by the Pascal 50%
overlap criterion). The survival curve is estimated by the Kaplan-Meier estimator [111]. The
signiﬁcance of differences between survival curves is measured by log-rank statistics [112], [113].
Given survival curve of tracker i, {sci (1), sci (2), ..., sci (K)}, deﬁne mi (k) = sci (k) − sci (k + 1)
as the performance drop at the k-th video. Under the null hypothesis that two survival curves
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originate from the same distribution, the expected drop is
ei (k) = (mi (k) + mj (k))

sci (k)
.
sci (k) + scj (k)

The sum of the observed drop minus the expected drop Oi − Ei =
analyzed by log-rank statistics:
Sij =

(9)
N

k=1

(mi (k) − ei (k)) is

(Oi − Ei )2
.
var(Oi − Ei )

(10)

Under the null hypothesis, Sij approximately follows the chi-square distribution with one degree
of freedom [112].
To evaluate the relative performance of the nineteen trackers on each of the 315 video
sequences objectively, we have performed the Grubbs outlier test [114] per video to look for an
outstanding performance of trackers. We use the one-sided Grubbs statistics:
G=

Ymax − Ȳ
,
σ

(11)

where Ȳ and σ denote the average F -score and standard deviation overall trackers on that video.
We label a tracker ‘outstanding’ when it is signiﬁcantly better than the rest with a conﬁdence
of 99% and its F -score being at least 0.5.
VI. R ESULTS
A. Evaluation Measures
Before getting to the actual tracker performances, we evaluate the effectiveness of evaluation
metrics. Figure 6 shows a plot of the metrics derived from all sequences and all trackers. We
obtained similar ﬁgures also by testing the videos of the fourteen aspects separately and testing
the trackers individually. Thus we include here only the whole results over 5985 runs (nineteen
trackers on 315 videos).
The correlation between the F -score and OT A is 0.99. The correlation between F and AT A
is 0.95. The correlation between F and F 1 is 0.93. Hence, it is concluded that F, AT A and
F 1 essentially measure the same performance. We prefer to use the F -score to have a clear
distinction between success and failure which makes it easier to evaluate a large dataset.
The use of the thresholded version F is supplemented with a separate measure, Deviation,
to measure the tightness of tracking for the frames where the tracking is successful. Figure 6
also demonstrates that the Deviation metric has a low correlation with the OT P -score. And,
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Fig. 6: Scatterplots for all trackers and all video sequences of the F -score (y-axis) versus OT A,
AT A, F 1-score and P BM , the Deviation versus OT P , and F -score versus Deviation.

the Figure shows that the Deviation metric is not correlated with the F -score. The correlation
between the F -score and the P BM -score, expressing the relative distance between centroids,
is 0.79. This ﬁgure suggests that the P BM may contain useful information when the centroid
distance is at stake. We will use Deviation as it is uncorrelated to F .
B. The Overall Performance of Trackers
The survival curves show large differences in the overall performances of trackers, as shown
in Figure 7. The best overall performances are by STR, FBT, TST, TLD and L1O, in that order.
According to the Kaplan Meier log-rank statistics these ﬁve are also signiﬁcantly better than the
rest (data not shown). It is remarkable that the leading group of ﬁve is each based on a different
method: STR is based on a discriminative structured classiﬁer; FBT is a discriminative classiﬁer;
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1.0
NCC(0.57)
KLT(0.47)

0.9

KAT(0.43)
FRT(0.52)

0.8

MST(0.36)
LOT(0.52)

0.7

IVT(0.55)
TAG(0.38)

F−score

0.6

TST(0.62)
TMC(0.15)

0.5

ACT(0.27)
0.4

L1T(0.56)
L1O(0.60)

0.3

FBT(0.64)
HBT(0.49)

0.2

SPT(0.47)
MIT(0.57)

0.1

TLD(0.61)
STR(0.66)
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Fig. 7: Survival curves of the trackers with respect to F -scores. Also indicated in the legend are
the average F -scores. The shaded area in the upper right corner represents the fraction of the
videos in which none of the nineteen trackers was able to track objects in any of the videos.
The shaded area on the left bottom represents the fraction of the videos in which all trackers
were able to track correctly.

TST selects the best of many small trackers; and TLD combines tracking with detection. The
target region representation, the appearance representation, the motion model and the update
model also vary between the different trackers. Given their very different methods, it is interesting
to observe that they are all capable of tracking correctly approximately 30% of the dataset.
Number ﬁve in performance is L1T based on constrainted optimization, followed by NCC which
uses on a plain matching by correlation. This is remarkable as NCC scores 6th overall while it
was designed even before 1995.
Bounding box visualization of the nineteen trackers on all videos can be viewed from website:
http://www.alov300.org/
The overlap between survival curves is limited to neighboring curves in the vast majority of
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cases. This justiﬁes the ordering of the survival curves by one number: the average F -score, see
the table in Figure 7. For STR the average F -score is 0.66, for FBT 0.64, for TST 0.62, for
TLD 0.61 and for L1O 0.60.
Four-fold repetition for the stochastic trackers TMC, IVT, L1T and L1O, on one quarter of
the data has shown that the survival curves are similar to the degree that the spread in the mean
F -score is no more than 0.02 for three trackers and 0.05 for L1T. This indicates that the trackers
take sufﬁciently many samples to achieve stable results.
The result of selecting the best and the worst among the nineteen trackers is also visualized in
Figure 7. The upper right shaded area can be characterized as the too-hard-track-yet videos. The
boundary of this area results when taking the ideal combination over all nineteen trackers. And
the lower shaded area gives the videos for which all trackers are capable of following the target
correctly. This portion of the ALOV++ dataset is less than 7%, whereas the number of videos
too hard to track by any tracker is 10%. The dataset offers a good portion of not-yet-conquered
challenges for the nineteen trackers.
Comparing the ideal combination with the best individual trackers indicates that there is ample
room for improvement. Although performance is impressive, there is no current evident single
best solution for general tracking.
C. The Accuracy of Tracking
The Deviation Measure measures the accuracy. We observe no correlation of the Deviation
Measure with the F -score. As can be seen in Figure 8 KLT, NCC and L1T perform best. KLT
and NCC search to maximize the direct match of the target, while L1T aims for the same via a
constrainted optimization. The trackers with the least grip on the target are MST, TLD and SPT
due to the limited translation-only motion model. As differences are very small, from now on
we focus on F -scores only.
D. Analysis by Aspects of Difﬁculty
A large dataset allows for an objective evaluation at two levels of trackers rendering an analysis
of the factors behind the performance.
The ﬁrst analysis is by dividing the dataset in fourteen groups of sequences, one for each aspect
of difﬁculty for tracking. Figure 9 gives the average score over the videos for each aspect. It
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Fig. 8: Survival curves of the trackers with respect to the Deviation Metric. Left subplot: whenever
the target and the ground truth overlap. Right subplot: when the target is being tracked correctly,
that is with an overlap > 50%. The ﬂat part of the TMC-curve represents the videos for which
the tracker loses track in the second frame.

does so after correcting the scores for the overall difﬁculty varying from aspect to aspect by
calculating the normalized F -score of tracker i in aspect j as tij = (Fij − μ(Fi )) /σ(Fi ); where
Fij is the average absolute F -score of tracker i in aspect j; μ(Fi ) is the mean of Fij over j
and σ(Fi ) is the standard deviation of Fij over j. The ensemble of t-scores per aspect gives an
impression of the strengths and weaknesses of the tracker.
A second important set of objective facts is found in the sequences for which a tracker
outperforms all other trackers by a wide margin. A tracker is designated ‘outstanding’ when,
according to Grubbs’ test, it is signiﬁcantly better than all other trackers on that sequence and
it has an F -score of at least 50%. The list of outstanding results is in Table III.
1) The inﬂuence of illumination conditions: An important aspect of illumination is the appearance of a shadow in the path of the object. This can be overcome by keeping a model of the
target as well as of the local background. When the nineteen trackers are divided into the group
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Fig. 9: Normalized F -score tij of each tracker across data aspects.

which keeps a model of the target only and the alternative group which maintains a model of
the target and local background, the performance differs notably. The average F -score for the
target-only trackers on the category ‘light’ in the data is 0.45, while the overall average for the
target-and-background group of trackers1 is 0.58, signiﬁcant at the 95%-level according to the
t-test. FBT is the best with an average F -score of 0.73 in this category. The (local) background
is often included successfully in successful methods. As an example, consider the videos 01-32
and 01-33 (see Figure 10), where the only difﬁculty is a person traversing from a deep shadow
into the full sun or back. The transition is lost by many of the trackers.
2) The inﬂuence of changes in the target’s surface cover: Keeping a model for the background
separately from a model of the target is also advantageous when the surface cover changes
1

Target-and-background trackers are: FBT, TLD, MIT, HBT, SPT, and STR.
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TABLE III: The list of outstanding cases resulted from the Grubbs’ outlier test and with F ≥ 0.5.
Sequence

Tracker

Sequence

Tracker

Sequence

Tracker

Sequence

Tracker

0112

TLD

0411

ACT

1102

TLD

1203

MIT

0115

STR

0510

L1T

1103

HBT

1206

STR

0116

KAT

0512

STR

1104

TLD

1210

TLD

0122

TLD

0601

STR

1107

HBT

1217

TLD

0203

FBT

0611

MST

1112

STR

1218

TLD

0301

L1T

0705

TLD

1116

TLD

1221

TLD

0305

L1T

0901

HBT

1119

TLD

1303

TLD

0312

L1T

0916

STR

1128

TLD

1402

TLD

0314

KAT

0925

STR

1129

FBT

1409

STR

0404

FBT

1020

FBT

1134

FRT

drastically over time. For an example see Figure 10. The average F -score for the target-only
trackers on the category ‘surface cover’ in the data is 0.48, where the overall average for the
target-and-background group of trackers FBT, TLD, MIT, HBT, SPT, and STR is 0.62, signiﬁcant
at the 95%-level according to the t-test. FBT is highest, again, with an average F -score of 0.82
in this category.
3) The inﬂuence of specularities: In the group of videos with a specular reﬂection, the L1T
tracker achieves outstanding performance on three videos, see Table III. They contain relatively
small reﬂections, but sufﬁciently disturbing to cause all others to lose track. L1T is capable
of handling small specularities because of the use of single pixel templates which then put off
small specular pixels without inﬂuencing neighboring pixels. The result is remarkable as L1O is
designed as an extension of L1T for the purpose to handle occlusions. The tracker will declare
specularities as occlusion and falsely stop tracking.
4) The inﬂuence of shape and size: In general, the performance of trackers on drastic changes
in shape is poor. Of all aspects of difﬁculty, the overall performance on videos with shape changes
is lowest. Videos of gymnasts like 06-01, 06-02, 06-19 and 06-20, are lost by all trackers, while
the surveillance scene in 06-12 is lost by many. Tracker L1T which is very ﬂexible - i.e. it places
few shape constraints in its appearance model - is the best overall in this category.
To evaluate the effect the size of the target may have on the performance of the tracker, we sort
the videos in ten equally ﬁlled buckets by the width of the target. The results show a substantial
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Fig. 10: Illustration of the effect of shadow on the performance of trackers for (a) videos 01-32
([28]) and (b) 01-33 ([28]), for (c) 02-04 for the change of surface cover. Subplot (d) depicts
the color codes of the trackers and the ground truth.

effect for MST and ACT, and a noticeable effect for IVT, SPT and LOT, see Figure 11. The
effect for MST is attributed to the increased likelihood of getting stuck in a local minimum when
the target is small. For IVT and LOT the number of free parameters of the appearance model is
among the largest of all trackers. Therefore, they are likely proﬁting from having a larger target
to their disposal to learn an image model. In SPT and LOT, we ﬁnd some evidence that super
pixel representations are less suited for small widths. In contrast, none of the discriminative
trackers are found to be sensitive to target size, demonstrating the capacity to normalize the size
by going after the difference between the target and its background.
5) The inﬂuence of the target’s motion: Many challenges remain to be answered still in the
motion of the target, both in the smoothness of the motion and the coherence of the motion, as
can be observed from Figure 9 in the relatively poor performances on videos of these types. In
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Fig. 11: Correlation of trackers’ performance against the target size. The x-axis shows the videos
sorted by target size which is distributed into eight equally ﬁlled buckets, while the y-axis shows
the average F -score.

tracking, the apparent motion of the target relative to the camera plays an important role. For
all seven videos with no apparent motion2 , the average F -score of the top ﬁve trackers STR,
FBT, TST, and TLD and L1T on these seven sequences is very high, being 0.77, 0.60, 0.80,
0.90, 0.98, 0.80 and 0.87, respectively. We conclude that no or little apparent motion, even full
(but short) occlusions and extreme appearance changes is not much of a problem for modern
trackers.
6) The inﬂuence of clutter and confusion: The performance of many trackers in cluttered
scenes is generally good even where humans would consider tracking difﬁcult. This is illustrated
in video 08-02 where a singer moves before a crowd, or even a cut-out version of Waldo in video
08-06 or the camouﬂage in 06-12 is followed by many trackers. When there are simultaneous
other circumstances such as change of illumination in video 08-09, clutter is a complicating
factor (see Figure 12). For clutter there is no clearly winning method of tracking.
The presence of similar objects like other members of a marching band in sequence 09-03,
2

The videos with no apparent motion and occlusion are: 11-01, 11-17, 11-21, 11-23, 11-24, 11-25 and 11-30.
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Fig. 12: Illustration of the effect of clutter on the performance of trackers for (a) video 08-09,
for (b) 09-04, (c) 09-08 and (d) 09-25 ([97]) for confusion. For the color codes, see Figure 10.

or sheep in sequence 09-04 are less of problem to many modern trackers to the point where
some trackers succeed in following individuals in the New York marathon in video 09-25 where
humans may ﬁnd it difﬁcult to follow (see Figure 12). As with clutter there is no clearly winning
method of tracking for confusion.
7) The inﬂuence of occlusion: In the design of trackers, occlusion often plays an important
role. We ﬁnd that in the success of handling occlusions, the motion of the target relative to the
camera plays an important role. For all seven videos with no such motion, the occlusion ranges
from partial occlusion to short full occlusion. Still the average F -score of the top ﬁve trackers
STR, FBT, TST, and TLD and L1T on these seven sequences are 0.77, 0.60, 0.80, 0.90, 0.98,
0.80 and 0.87, respectively, very good indeed. We conclude that under no or little motion relative
to camera, even full short occlusions are not much of a problem for modern trackers.
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For the four videos with relative motion and with light occlusion3 the average F -score of
the top ﬁve trackers are 0.88, 1.00, 0.76 and 0.84, respectively. This indicates that occlusion
with less than 30% may be considered a solved problem. In contrast, for all seven videos4 with
relative motion and full occlusion, most trackers have difﬁculty in reacquiring the target when
it reappears.
As can be seen in Table III there are many different trackers which achieve an outstanding
performance by the Grubbs test. TLD does this on ﬁve different sequences, whereas HBT
performs outstandingly on two videos, and three more trackers each on one video. This indicates
that TLD is a successful strategy for occlusion, generally. Especially the recovery after the long
intermediate shot from a different camera in 11-16, see Figure 13 is impressive here. At the
same time, to be successful under for all occlusions appears to be a big challenge. There are
ﬁve videos for which a different tracker is outstanding, like the small and fast-moving motor
bicycle in 11-07 tracked perfectly by HBT. TLD is best overall on occlusion but there is work
left to do.
8) The inﬂuence of camera motion: Camera motion is the one aspect of difﬁculty for which
there is a successful strategy indeed. The detection scheme of TLD in combination with its
optical ﬂow tracker is outstanding for four sequences in the category of ‘camera motion’, see
Table III and Figure 9. The camera shakes, introducing very abrupt movements of the object.
The model is attractive as the detector searches for the most obvious appearance anywhere in
the frame whereas the tracker gives preference for a close candidate. And, the tracker has the
ability to recover when it loses track. The performance of TLD is best illustrated by sequence
12-10 where it is the only tracker capable of following the fast panning of the camera on the
race track, or sequence 12-17 with a fast rotation in the woods, and sequence 12-18 climbing
with a handheld camera. As can be seen in Figure 9, IVT is relatively good in moving cameras
like many other trackers with Gaussian based motion models.
9) The inﬂuence of zoom: A zooming camera, or, equivalently an object disappearing into
the depth is handled differently by many trackers. As can be seen in Figure 9, IVT is relatively
3

Videos with apparent motion and no more than 30% occlusion are 11-10, 11-20, 11-22 and 11-27.

4

The videos with relative motion and full occlusion are 11-02, 11-07, 11-28, 11-29, 11-31, 11-33 and 11-34.
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Fig. 13: Illustration of the effect of occlusion for (a) video 11-27 which is easy, and (b) 11-33 is
hard. (c) 11-16 with a long intermediate shot, and (d) 11-07 with small and regular occlusions.
For the color codes, see Figure 10.

good in this aspect of tracking. To investigate this further we have selected all twelve videos5 for
which the target shows a gradual change of scale. The eight trackers with a built-in mechanism
for changes in scale IVT, TST, L1O, TLD and even including TAG, L1T, HBT, SPT, have a
good (relative) performance for zooming, signiﬁcantly better compared to the average F -score
of the remaining eleven trackers. We conclude that the implementation of a mechanism to handle
a gradual scale change is beneﬁcial for the performance of all trackers.
10) The inﬂuence of the length of the video: The ten of the videos in the category ‘long’ are
between one and two minutes in length. The results are in Figure 14.
5

The videos with gradual changes of the scale of the target are: 13-01, 13-02, 13-06, 13-07, 13-09, 13-10, 13-13, 13-15,

13-17, 13-20, 13-27, and 13-29.
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Fig. 14: Performance of the trackers on long videos. The x-axis shows the length of the video
in number of frames, and the y-axis displays the F -score. For all subplots, from left to right:
1: back of the motor biker in the desert (947 frames), 2: car following car (3090), 3: car chase
(2816), 4: rear mirror (2576), 5: soap (3881), 6: motor bike meter (3076), 7: shopping lane
from the Tower dataset (2386), 8: surveillance with occluding pillars (1686), 9: surveillance
with heavy shadow and reappearances (1241), 10: surveillance video (2156).

As can be seen in the ﬁgure, the best performance is by STR, FBT, NCC and TLD which
are also good performers in general. TLD is the only tracker capable of making something out
of long sequence 1, which is the back of the motor biker in the desert, while all other trackers
fail immediately after the start. In the sequence of the soap, all trackers lose the target when the
camera changes, nor are they able to restore tracking when the view returns to the ﬁrst camera.
A most remarkable result on long videos is achieved by NCC. It is the simplest of all trackers
under consideration and it does not perform any learning over time or any updating of the model,
while performing 3rd overall on the long videos (and 6th over all videos)! This supports the
conclusion that simplicity in updating is advised.
11) Trackers with an even performance overall: As can be seen in Figure 9, STR has an
even performance over most aspects of difﬁculty, bringing it to the number one position over the
entire dataset. It performs well on all aspects but one, the change of scale of the target as it has
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no mechanism to adjust to that. Also TST has an even, solid performance throughout showing
the potential of combining many weak trackers. There is a general breakdown, however, for
longer videos which cannot be attributed to occlusion, clutter or shadow. For this tracker, we
attribute the weak performance on long videos to the many parameter updates, which in the end
inserts false information into the model. L1O performs evenly as well but misses out when the
target’s motion is no longer smooth. TLD performs reasonably on all aspects apart from changes
in surface cover. Finally, NCC which is very simple matching by correlation has a reasonable
performance throughout, apart when the camera moves or zooms, as it has no extension of the
model to handle that.
Due to the build-in capability for handling scale by warping, KLT performs well on zooming
camera videos. Still, however, the performance of IVT, TST, L1O and TLD is superior in this
regard, choosing the best ﬁtting scale and rotation.
The methods TMC, TAG, and ACT perform poorly, supporting the necessity to evaluate
trackers on data sets with largest possible variety. TMC is a complex method based on the starconnection between patches to allow for maximum shape ﬂexibility. This capacity is both the
strength and the weakness as it introduces a high dependency on the quality of the initial bounding
box. Patches are sampled around the object by empirical rules and a Hessian condition number,
so that their amount depends on intensity variations inside the region. However, there is no
guarantee that the samples cover the whole target. When the initial bounding box coincides only
partially with the object region, the sampled set will include falsely labeled background elements.
False labels will occur frequently, explaining the poor general performance as illustrated further
in the bounding box shift experiment. With TAG designed to handle afﬁne deformations, we
have observed that the tracker performs worse when compared to trackers without that capacity.
The tracker drifts away from the target in the ﬁrst few frames in many sequences, especially
when the camera moves and the tracker fails to estimate the transformation correctly. The
appearance it learns from incremental PCA is noisy. The model is too complicated for many
real-life circumstances with too many parameters to be estimated reliably. In ACT, many global
parameters for appearance, shape and motion need to be estimated. Local patches are predicted
by a constant-velocity Kalman ﬁlter. Then they are tuned according to the estimates. A small
error in the global estimates can lead to a magniﬁed error in the approximation of the target
location. The improper estimate will gradually introduce a derailing of the tracking.
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Fig. 15: The F -score of the run with a properly initial bounding box on the x-axes, and of the
20%-shifted initial bounding box on the y-axes.

12) The inﬂuence of the accuracy of the initial bounding box: The initial bounding box
is an important element in tracking, the automatic speciﬁcation of which has demonstrated a
considerable progress recently, e.g., [115].
In a side-experiment we have investigated the stability of the result of the trackers on a 25%
random selection of the dataset, for each of which videos the initial target bounding box was
shifted by 20% of the width to the right so that the target was partially covered. The experiment
gives an indication of trackers’ robustness to misalignment. The results of the relative decrease
in performance over the reduced dataset are given in Figure 15.
We note an average loss in performance over all trackers of 4.8% in their overall F -score equal
to a 10% relative loss in performance. This may be considered a moderate loss when compared
to the F -score values implying that a disturbance of 20% is within reach of automated methods
for localization [115]. However, the loss varies considerably among trackers. The most sensitive
trackers are IVT and TAG with a loss in performance to an average F -score of 0.45 compared to
0.57 on the selection with the proper alignment at the start. This can be understood as IVT relies
heavily on the appearance of the target and all variations therein, while TAG only differs from
IVT in the motion model. MST goes down from 0.40 to 0.31 because it relies on a histogram,
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which in this experiment is heavily polluted at the start with background. At the positive end
of the spectrum, STR drops from 0.69 to 0.67 due to the fact that the classiﬁer does not make
a difference on the basis of foreground and background at all. HBT drops from 0.48 to 0.46 by
the back projection, effectively starting anew with the segmentation at every frame. The many
trackers of TST also produce a similar drop. The strategies of STR, TST and HBT are robust
to initial bounding box shift. An amazing result is scored by TMC which is weak in all aspect
which improves considerably from 0.10 to 0.17.
The variation per video is much bigger than the averages show (see Figure 15). Note the
surprising amount of videos for which almost all trackers gain in performance.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
1) The Circumstances of Tracking: The analysis and the experiments highlighted many circumstances which affect the performance of a tracker. Occlusion and clutter are well recognized
for which several solutions demonstrate convincing results. Also confusion with similar objects
in the scene is studied recently [90]. Of the nineteen trackers we have considered in this survey,
eight have a mechanism for handling apparent changes in the scale of the object, whether it
is due to a zoom in the camera or a change of the target’s distance to the camera. In the
experiments we were able to demonstrate that inclusion of such a mechanism is advantageous for
all these trackers, regardless their overall performance level. We have illustrated a large progress
in handling the motion of the camera such as by TLD. Motion of the target, including the
smoothness of the motion and its coherence, remain hard problems to solve, however. Changes
in the appearance due to redressing of the target by rotation or otherwise, the presence of
specularities and changes in illumination are a group of circumstances which are closely linked.
Trackers based on discriminative methods are favorable here. Where size is rarely a design
consideration in tracking, we have been able to demonstrate a dependence of the size of the target
in many trackers. And ﬁnally, the length of the video is an important factor in the distinction of
trackers testing their general ability to track and their model update mechanisms.
In this paper we have proposed the use of a wide variety of videos is important to obtain a good,
differentiated impression of the performance of trackers in the many different circumstances. The
current practice is that evidence of performance heavily relies on the choice of a few very long
videos. No matter how impressive the performance may be, proof can only be anecdotal. We
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put forward that it is better to invest in many short videos supplemented with a few long ones,
with a single deﬁned target to understand better the trackers’ behavior.
2) The Methods of Tracking: In this paper, trackers are divided according to their main
method of tracking. From the papers it is not always clear how the proposed method ﬁts in
the history of ideas. As a consequence of the wide variety of circumstances and the hardness
of the problem, the number of methods is very diverse. We have divided the methods in ﬁve
main groups, see Figure 5. In the ﬁrst group are the trackers which optimize the direct match
between a single model of the target and the incoming image on the basis of a representation
of its appearance. The second group of trackers also seeks to maximize the match between the
target and the image, but in this case the tracker holds more than one model of the target. This
is an essential difference as the tracker is now capable of holding a long term memory of the
target’s appearances at the expense that the matching and the updating both have much more
degrees of freedom (to go wrong). The third, recent, group of trackers performs a maximization
of the match, but this time with explicit constraints derived from the motion, the coherence,
the elasticity of the target and so on. An essentially different group of trackers do not perform
matching on the basis of appearance per se, but rather maximization on the discrimination of
the target from the background. The discriminative trackers learn a classiﬁer to distinguish the
object with several solutions for the problem how to label pixels as target pixels and background
pixels after the ﬁrst frame. Our ﬁnal group has only one entry, STR, as it can be conceived
as discriminative maximization with explicit constraints again. It is remarkable that the best
performing trackers in this survey originate from all ﬁve groups. This demonstrates that they all
solve some part of the (hard) problem of tracking. In this survey it has become evident from the
large distance between the best trackers and the ideal combination of trackers in Figure 7 that
in many of the proposed methods there is value for some of the circumstances of tracking. But
their ideal combination would solve a much larger part, as is demonstrated in the same ﬁgure
showing the margin between the trackers and the best possible combination.
In the representation of the target a variety of representations are in use in our selection of
trackers, as illustrated in Figure 2. The bounding box is still widely in use, and part of the most
successful trackers in this survey. While there is a general trend to give up an exact representation
of the target and focus on parts and patches, such a distributed representation has not yet proven
itself, at least not in our experiments. HBT projects the internal representation back into the
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image to arrive at a new target region. The inclusion of local background information in the
representation of the target makes trackers robust to the illumination and appearance changes of
the target as demonstrated in this survey.
In the representation of the appearance, so many different features are in use that we have
preferred to group them in three fundamental categories: a two dimensional array, a one dimensional histogram and a feature vector. We have not been able to demonstrate the superiority of
any of these representations. A deeper exploration of a possible inclusion of local features like
SURF, HoG, and Daisy would be beneﬁcial as they have played such a pivotal role in the area
of object detection and classiﬁcation. An indication is that FBT using these features performs
best in the categories for illumination effects and surface change.
There are two major motion models. Uniform and dense sampling in a box around the current
position of the target which we have set to the value of twenty pixels for all applicable trackers
to permit a fair comparison, has no prejudice on the motion. Instead, the alternative Gaussian
sampling which has been set to σ = 11.55 for all applicable trackers, corresponding to the size
of the uniform sample area, favors the current position in the recorded frame. One consequence
is that when there is no apparent motion of the projected target in the recorded frame, tracking is
easy as shown in the experiments here. Even when there is complete short occlusion trackers are
generally capable of following. In other words, videos showing static targets can be considered
solved.
The updating of the model is a delicate topic quickly gaining importance in tracking. A general
concern here is the complexity of the model update, and the potential infusion of the wrong
information into the model. In general, the most complex update schemes - i.e. those with the
greatest number of degree of freedom - perform the poorest in long videos. An example is
the trackers based on incremental PCA holding extended memory representation of the past
appearances of the target. At the other end of the scale, we have found most remarkably that
NCC which is the oldest, the simplest model considered and performs no updating at all still
performs 6th overall and retains that position in the ten long videos alone. We consider these
facts as evidence for keeping the complexity of the update model low.
3) The Performance of Trackers: Overall STR performs the best. Furthermore, it has an even
performance on all aspects of difﬁculty (see Figure 9). Although it has a reasonable performance
in many complex videos, it rarely achieves an outstanding performance in which it tracks
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signiﬁcantly better than any of the other trackers. The solid performance is attributed to the
precisely motivated use of S-SVM which optimizes the displacement directly in a discriminative
setting. It only fails on scale changes of the target as it has no mechanism to detect that.
TLD performs remarkably well on camera motion due to its well-designed detection and
motion model. The number of outstanding performances in occlusion and camera motion is
much larger than any other tracker. Also the overall performance is good. Only in categories
related to illumination and appearance the performance is limited.
FBT has good overall performance, while specializing in appearance changes of the target and
changes in illumination. It does not know how to handle changes in shape or camera motions
as it cannot handle the smearing of the feature values in its discriminative approach.
Good overall performance is also delivered by TST which is a collection of many weak
trackers with a solid performance on all aspects, apart from long videos as the model updating
has too big a complexity. L10 is the improved version of L1T designed to handle occlusions,
but - as we have found - it improves also on other aspects of L1T.
In general, when trackers specialize on one speciﬁc aspect of tracking their performance goes
down on others.
4) The Role of the Data and Evaluation: Given the large variety of data and trackers, we
have been able to evaluate the effectiveness of evaluation metrics as proposed in literature. We
have ensembled a large dataset for visual tracking evaluation, comprising of a variety of videos
in nearly 90,000 individual frames, with every 5th frames annotated with ground truth. This
represents an excellent resource for the evaluation of trackers and the evaluation of tracking
metrics.
We conclude that the F -score and the OTA-score are highly correlated, while F and the ATAscore or the F 1-score are still so much correlated that no additional information is to be expected
from using both. Rather than using PBM, we prefer to use the F -score and the Deviation Metric
as they measure different dimensions of performance.
The F -score permits comparison of trackers by survival curves and the associated KaplanMeier statistic. The volume of the data set makes it easy to demonstrate signiﬁcant differences.
Occasionally we have performed a t-test to demonstrate the superiority of a group of trackers
on videos with a common property.
As we have nineteen trackers we are able to select videos of which one of the trackers delivers
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an outstanding performance as measured by Grubbs’ outlier test. Survival and outliers test are
valuable tools.
5) The Perspective of History: We have considered single object tracking, where the object
is represented by a given bounding box. Recently, automatic object detection has become quite
successful to the degree that tracking of a single object may be achieved by performing detection
in every frame.
Several successful trackers evaluated in this paper, which have appeared during the last
ﬁve years, perform tracking using discriminative classiﬁcation. Widely used machine learning
techniques like semi-supervised learning, multiple-instance learning and structured SVM have
been successfully introduced in tracking. The key point to note here is that the background pixels
surrounding the object bounding box do also play an important role in tracking.
Another trend that has inﬂuenced tracking is the locality. In previous generations of trackers
the target was considered a single patch with global descriptors. Now the object is decomposed
into segments, super-pixels, parts, patches and structures. Due to this the knowledge of local
descriptors, (SIFT, SURF, LBP) and their robustness in matching and recognition, are infusing
localized information into tracking. There has also been attempt to combine local and global
information in two different layers in order to address rapid and signiﬁcant appearance changes.
Byproduct of decomposition of objects into super-pixels and parts is that the better segmentation
and outline of the tracked object can also be achieved. In addition, local patches or segment can
help to deal with occlusion.
During the last few years sparse representation or L-1 minimization has been employed in
solving many computer vision problems including tracking. In order express the target in terms
of its observations in the previous frames, sparse representation is an appropriate method capable
of dealing with occlusion and some illumination variation.
New applications (such as sport analsis, concept-detection over time, social video classiﬁcation,
and crowd control) call for new methods, more and more robust to unconstraint circumstances
including illumination changes, specularity, transparency, occlusion, clutter, low contrast, camera
motion etc. No easy model is readily available, not even brute force. Inﬂux of new methods from
the computer vision ﬁeld is still to be expected for these applications.
The conclusion we can offer is that tracking unknown objects in an unknown scenario is still
an open problem as testiﬁed by the 50% error of all trackers in the experiments. We believe to
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have contributed to a valuable starting point for the second half.
6) The Difﬁculty of Tracking: One could wonder how it is possible that the tracker is capable
of discriminating among sudden shadows, sudden appearance changes by rotation, sudden appearance of similar targets, wild unpredicted motion, long occlusion and all this after taking one
sample. In this sense, tracking must be a hard topic, harder than object detection and classiﬁcation
where usually 50 well-chosen examples are used to train the detector and the classiﬁer. In this
sense many of the results are impressive, sometimes even approaching the level which is hard
for humans.
One could wonder whether tracking may progress substantially. We have provided evidence
that tracking may proﬁt from making combinations of the existing successful models, the perfect
combination being very distant from the current best performances. On the other hand, we have
seen evidence that simple models with a low complexity perform best. So the way to combine
is not immediately obvious. In this sense, some of the videos deliver disappointing results for
most of the trackers when compared to the level of human performance.
At the heart of the current state of the art, trackers which solve (label) drifting, small selections
of large sets of features, and low-complexity update mechanisms without losing too much on
the current achievements will progress the ﬁeld.
7) The Limitations of this Survey: Most Computer Vision problems are the mirror of the
collective scientiﬁc knowledge, often reinforced by the inspiration from some killer application.
As we have seen in this survey, methods specializing in one type of target have a vast advantage
as it limits the target appearance variation. Surveillance is such an application.
We have aimed for generic tracking where the target is unknown. This joint effort has collected
the evaluation of nineteen publicly accessible trackers on 315 video sequences in an experimental
survey we believe to be the ﬁrst of its scale. As tens of trackers are appearing each year, we are
aware that the survey will never be complete. Tens of compute years have gone in the survey,
possible only with a parallel exploitation of clusters in three labs, as well as a considerable
programming and annotation effort. We have aimed to present new objective methods for evaluating trackers more than being complete. The dataset, ground truth, trackers implementations
and tools to compute the evaluation metrics are published on http://www.alov300.org/ and they
are available for download. The website also supports visualization of the tracker results.
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